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A mystery tour of Mavic

Why 2015 is his year

Get the right groupset for you

Fighting the cobbles of Flanders
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s you’ll see from our feature on p45, saddles 

are about more than looks if you’re seeking  

a comfy perch. Astute, a new brand to the  

UK market, has both the looks and a lot 

of features specifically geared towards 

protecting your nether regions. 

The Skylite VT shown here sits in the middle of the range, 

and at £200 it’s a nod toward the premium quality of the 

product (it’s still a lot less than the range-topping Skycarb SR 

at £360). Astute’s brand manager, Andrea Rizzato, tells us 

the design has focused on vibration absorption to enhance 

comfort for the rider. This is achieved by setting the full carbon 

rails into a rubber mount at the rear and using a three-layer 

memory foam upper that, Rizzato claims, is used in Aston 

Martin sports car seats. The microfibre cover on this model 

feels luxurious and is protected on the corners by a reinforced 

layer. Two different widths and an array of base colours are 

available, to match both your backside and your bike.

Inflating tubeless tyres can 

be frustrating. The problem 

lies in getting enough 

continuous pressure to seat 

the bead of the tyres so the 

tyre is held to the rim in an 

airtight way before it can be 

fully inflated. Riders often 

resort to using CO2 canisters 

to get a sufficient burst of 

air, but the Flash Charger 

allows you to pump air into 

an auxiliary chamber that 

can then be dumped into the 

tyres at high pressure, before 

levelling off to a constant 

flow of air to ensure the  

tyre remains seated. 

Astute Skylite VT saddle
£200, saddleback.co.uk

Bontrager 
Flash 
Charger  
TLR pump
£99.99,  
bontrager.com

The Travis song ‘Turn’ has the record for the most number of repetitions 

of the word ‘turn’ in a song, narrowly beating ‘Turn, Turn, Turn’ by The 

Byrds (25 to 24). In the cycling world, the record for the most repetitions 

of the word ‘turn’ on a crankset goes to Praxis Works (four) and its new 

line of chainsets called, unsurprisingly, Turn. Built around a 30mm BB 

spindle, and weighing 739g, the hollow-forged Zayante looks set to  

hit the high notes on stiffness-to-weight ratio, yet at £240 offers a  

high-value antidote to many other crank offerings.

Turn Zayante M30 chainset
£239.99, upgradebikes.co.uk 
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